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I.

Introduction
n active foreign exchange trading did not commence in Nigetia until the
establishment of the Cental Bank of Nigeria (CBN) and the subsequent
centralization of foreign exchange authority in the Bank. Since this period, the

foreign exchange market has become the most extensively pattonized financial market in
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the SAP in Nigeria's economic history considered exchange rate

tealignment as a key instrument of economic management, However, the realignment
policy wrongly assumed that the structule of the Nigerian economy v/as similar to that

of the developed countries, disregarding the fact that Nigeria is heavily dependent on
petroleum when compared with the performance of other sectors of the economy.
Between 1986 and 1987, the demand fot foreign currency was sti.U fair\ wi*rin the
supply range as average premium dropped significandy from 106.4 per cent to 38.1 per
cent (CBN 2006). From 1988 through 1993, the foreign exchange matket experienced
phenomenal growth in the demand fot foreign exchange,

as

a

end-users capitalized on the

of muitiple exchange
demand for foreign exchange

inconsistency in exchange rate policy, especially the emergence
rates

in the foreign

exchange market. Consequendy,

soared from US$3,259.90 million in 1988 to US$17,259.90 miL[on

in 1989 and latet to

US$20,196.90 milfion the following year. It, thereafter, declined to US$6,452.30 miilion
as at end-December 1992 and reached the peak level at US$40,641.3

million in 1993

(cBN 2006).

In an attempt to stabilize and shore up the value of the Naira in tlle wake of an ailing
economy, the fixed exchange rate system was reintoduced in 1994. Though the policy
helped in no small measure in checking the rising demand for foteign exchange, it failed

to tackle the looming demand ptessure in the foreign exchange market. The unabated
demand plessure caused the ptemium

to widen further as official

exchange rate

depteciated from l+2.02/ff1in 1986 to N21.89 /fi't tn 1994. Similad the parallel market
exchange rate moved
adverse effect

of

ftom N4.17/$1 in 1986 to N59.79/$1 ln"1994. Owing to the

the fixed exchange rate policy on non-oil exports and the productive

of the economli the policy of dual exchange rate v/as re-introduced in 1995.
Thus, the Autonomous Foreign Exchange Market (AFEI! was initiated to cater for
sectots

privately souced foreign exchange, while a fixed exchange rate at the official matket was
reserved for the public sector. Although the policy helped in reducing the demand
drastically from its previous level of US$35,691.3 million in 1994 to US$1,723.91 million

in 1995, it, however, failed to address the problem of widening premium in the foreign
exchange market. Thus, the premium reached an all-time high

of

302.9 per cent

in 1998
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market participants, massive capital flight,

frivolous demand and expansionary fiscal operations of government, amongothers.

In otdet to futher subdue the

excess demand ptessure, concerted

efforts were made by

the monetary authorities at meeting all the demand for foreign exchange by the
authorized dealers from 1996 to 1998. Also, in

a

renewed attempt to correct the existing

distottions and deepen the autonomous supply

of

foteign exchange inflow into the

domestic economy, the Intetbank Foreign Exchange Market (IFEN! was introduced in

October 1999. The regime initially wiped out the demand pressure at the foreign
exchange matket but the ptessure suddenly resutfaced during fiscal 2002. This was
largely due to the absence

of complementary fiscal and other policy

measures. As t}re

need to conserve tlre country's external reserves, natrow the gap between the official and

paraliel market exchange tates, and evolve a realistic exchange rate

of

the Naira became

imperative, the monetary authorities re-introduced the Dutch Auction System (DAS) on
Jdy 22,2002.The policy achieved some measures of success as it helped to moderate the
demand pressure at the foreign exchange matket and narrowed the premium from 13.5
per in 2002 to 1 .3 per cent in 2007. This achievement was made possible because

of the

non-accommodating monetary policy stance of the CBN, which was complemented by

prudent fiscal policy measures

of

the government. A general assessment

of

Nigeria's

foreign exchange market shows that the regime produced a cyclical pattern of exchange
rate.

It, thus, showed that the fundamentals relating to the foreign exchange market and

its operations were not yet right. This, however, reflects the ineffectiveness of the
various efforts of the monetary authorities to ensure exchange rate stability, (see Charts
1 and 2

below).
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Data and Methodology
Sources of Data

The data series used for the study covered the period 1986 through 2007 and were
obtained ftom vadous publications of the Central Bank of Nigeria (CBI$, National
Statistics Q',IBS) and the International Financial Statistics (IFS) of the
International Monetary Fund QMF). Quatterly data series were used for the estimation.
Bureau

of

Englama et al: Determinants

lY.2

of Demand

Pressure in Nigeria's Foteign Exchange Market
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Model Specilic ation and Aprion Expectation

The model dmws slighdy from the empirical work of Fakiyesi (2004). Thus, the demand
pressure was calculated based on what
as against

a

normal demand for foreign currency should be

what was actually demanded at the end of the given period. We assumed that

normal demand for foreign exchange would gtow at the same rate with the gross
domestic product (GDP). Thus, the demand pressule constitutes the diffetence
between the optimum and actual demand, which is the dependent variable@,DD). The

independent variables consist

of current

account balance (cab), consumer price index

(cpi), degtee of openness (dop), financial deepening (fdp), treasuty bills rate in Nigeria

(tbn), treasury bills rate in the United States (tbus), ptemium (pre)

-

(the difference

between official and parallel matket tates), extetnal reserves in naita terms (res) and

political condition of the country (pol). The regression equation and the expected signs

of

the explanatory variables are given below:

EDD=/(CAqCPI,DoBFDRTBN,TBUS,PRE,RES,PoL)

-++--++-+

(1)

Taking the natural logarithmic of both sides of equation (1) gives:

LEDD =d0 - cr,LCAB +orLCPI +o,LDOp __co4LFDp
*c,LPRE -aJ_RES+qlpOL +hU

__a,TBN + u6TBUS

e)

Theo's are the coefficients to be estimated and their a-priori expected signs are mixed,
while the U is the random error. Howevet, the variables ate as stated:

LDDP =Log of excess demand for foreign exchange
LCAB = I-og of current account balance

LCPI

= Logof consumerprice index

LDOP : Irgof degree of openness (Irade/GDp)

LFDP

TBN

= Logof financial deepe"i"g M/COpl
= treasurybills rate in Nigeria
= reasury bills tate in the US

TBUS
LPRE =Iogofpremium
LRES = Logof reserves

POI-

= D,r,ar), replesentinpn.)).;--r--.(ronrneot.

in Nigeria
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The CAB is used to measure trade balance in the economy. The CAB is highly sensitive
to import restrictions policy such as tariffs (taxes on imports) or quotas (imits on the
physical amount or value

of a good or setvice that is impotted). The restrictions often
impotts bill and vice versa.

cause a reduction in imports and, consequendy, a decline in

Thus, CAB relates negatively to demand for foreign exchange; while infladon tate,
which is represented by CPI tries to explain the opportunity cost of money. It has the
effect

of

making export dearer and import cheapet, and could also make demand for

foreign curtency to rise as demand for domestic currency falls. It, thus, relates positively

with the dependent variable.
The degree of openness of the economy or economic liberalization also telates ditecdy

with the demand fot foreign exchange. The expectation is that continuing efforts of the
government at liberalizing international trade on multilatetai basis will contribute to
better market access and rates of growth of international current account transactions.

As regards financial deepening (fdp), it measures the ratio

of broad money

gross domestic product. A high financial deepening indicates

a

supply to

well-developed financial

system, which impacts positively on the economy and helps to ease the demand pressure

in the foreign exchange market. It, thus, relates inrrselywith the dependent variable.

The Nigerian treasury bills rate (tbn) serves as an oPportunity cost to holding foreign
cutrency, especially where the rate is unattractive at the domestic money market, hence,
it relates inversely with the demand for foreigr currency. on the other hand, the United
States treasury bills rate (tbus) measufes the profitability of holding foreign cutrency in

portfolio form where the rate

is attractive,

theteby, assuming

a

positive relationship with

is an incentive
the dependent variable (excess demand or demand pressure). Premium

to

market' the
trade in foreign currencl', the higher the premium in the foreign exchange
resale at tl]e paraliel
higher the demand for foreign exchange from the official outlet for
exchange'
market and, thus, relates directly with the demand for foreign

investors'
A high level of foreign resetves in a given country vrill increase foreign
and reducing speculative
confidence in the domestic economy' aid capital inflows
level of forei;;n teserves
exchange market' Itis expected that high
activities in the foreign
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ADF and PP Unit Root Test Results
kvels

Variables

ADF

1

First Differe nces

PPl

ADF

2

PP2

ADF

1

PP1

ADF

2

PP2

Lcab

-

1.1011

"12592

-2.4572

-2.081

-4.4$9

4.4*l

-4.0474

4.4466

Lcpi

-19499

-23341

-4.5842

4.1045

.5.5425

-5.5cr'.7

-5.0382

,5.8894

Ldop

-22535

-2.2359

"12222

-1.637

-6f682

-'12.5438

Ledd

-2.8875

-3.|7 5*

33405*'r

-1.592.

-6.6659

-t4.t249

Lfdp

-29354

-2.7262

-2.78J3

-2.937

-4.6058

{.4

tbn

-2J 188

-2.5934

-2.6426

tblls

-22A84

-2.C192

-33479

Lpre

-0.4438

-c.808r

Lres

-a 3119

Pol

-

1.0001

Notes: ADF

1 and

-r2.914
-6.9832

-10.355

503

-4.6666

6.5183

-8.1166

-8.3610

-8.1599

{.650r

2.331t

-4.1745*

4.2%2

-4.A857**

4.2439

-0.6255

{.9308

-63164

-7.8n4

.62018

-7.6892

-c.5644

-1.7064

-2.c644

-7.0963

-12.1071

-7.15)7

-12.146

-9.3275

,1.0001

-9.@46

-

1.0001

23.6527

-23.6527

24.297

PP 1 = Unit root tcsts with constant, and ADF 2 and PP 2 = U nit

root tests with cr>nstant and trend,

rr, :r:r, and

***

indicate statistical sigrificance at the 1olo, 5olo and

1Cplo level

respecti\€ly.

I(4th consant only: McKinnon (1991) critical values are:
(5"/") and -2.5849
are -4.0686

4.n% $'A,

-2.8959

(le/o). With constant and trend: McKinnon (1991) critical values

0'4,4.&26 (5'/)

and -31,57a

(rc'/).

After the unit root results, a static model was generated using the logarithms of the
explanatory variables with a view to establishing the significance of the variables.
Consequendy, the static model resultwas

as

shownbelow:
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St

disrics

C on

t'

C

ritical

O

rder of Integration

Value at
'to

san t

3.8Yr2

.3..;92

i

r(0)

Following the results stated above, we introduce simple dynamics and consider
specifications in u/hich explanatory variables depend on lagged values. The lag structure

determines the sizes

of the coefficients of

the current and lagged value

of

the

explanatory variables. Consequendy, we speci$ the short-run dynamic equation in the
spirit of an error cortection model @CN!. This incorporates one period lagged residual

from the static reg(ession. Thus, tkough sequential elimination
variables,

a

parsimonious resultwas obtained,

see

of

insignificant

Table 4:

Table 4: Parsimonious Error Correction Model result
Depen dent V zrri able: DLEDD
(l oeffi cicnt

Variable

St<l

[kro r

t-Stati sri c

Prob.

DT BN

4.059734

0.0142.38

4.195290

0.00r11

DLRL,S

4.47 5894

0.1 37830

-3.4527 53

0.001 3

Dr.Rris(-1)

1).137187

0.136921

3.1973-5ti

0.0027

EC \.r (-1)

\).433(\26

o.129357

3.347516

0.001 8

R squarcd

0.58 2049

trIcan clcpcndcnt r-ar

0.0 37 606

A cljusrcd R

(-).5514(r7

S.D. dcpcndcot var

o 325082

0.217116

Ak

Sum ofs<luarccl rcsicl

1.943403

Schw arz

l-og lik elih ood

6.84 77 58

Durbin -\\'at son

S.E.

of

-S t1u ar ccl

rcgrcssion

ai

kc intb critcdon

critcrion
st at

4_12657
0

034025

1.924093

Analysis of Findings

After the iteration process was conducted, a preferred parsimonious model
obtained. Thus the above result indicates that the adjusted R-square of the model

u/as
was
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approximately 55.2 per cent, implying that the dependent variable was largely explained

by the endogenous variables, while other variables explained 44.8 pet cent of the
demand pressure. The coefficient estimate of the treasury bills tate in Nigeria (tbn)
showed a negative sign and conformed to the a pdori expectation. This, thetefote,
explains the inditect impact

of tbn on demand fot foreign exchange in the market. As

tbn rate falls, money market instruments become unattractive, thereby, contributing to
the rising trend in demand for foreign exchange. Official resenes, which showed a
negative sign, implies that as foreign reserves builds-up, investors confidence in the
domestic economy increases, capital inflows also increase, theteby, reducing speculative
activities because of the increase in foreign exchange supply

in the foreign

exchange

market. In the

as

well

as

teducing ptessure

same context, the coefficient

of one period

lagged official teservewas negatively related and significant.

The erot cotrection tetm (ECNtl is negative as expected and significant. It, thus,
indicates a fast speed of adjustment of demand pressure to changes in the long run. The
significance

of

the residual series with a negative co-efficient further confirmed the

of a long tun equiJibrium telationship between the demand ptessure and the
explanatory variables. It, also, shows that the model is able to correct any deviations
ftom the long run equilibrium relationship between dependent and independent
variables. The Durbin-Watson @u7) statistics of 1.92 is sufficiendy close to 2.0
existence

denoting an absence of serial cortelat-ion in the residuals.

Other diagnostic results conducted to substantiate the adequacy of the model are

as

ptesented below:

Summary of Diagnostic Tests for the Model
Probability
F- Statistic

(p-rrl..)

Jarqu-Bera Nrrrruliq'

1.781)2

0.,1{)88

Btorsch-Godfte1, (BG)

0.7354

0.7877

\I'hite Haercke&cia

0.440,2

0.8887

Ramso Reset

1.9563

0.1550

Test
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The tesults of the diagnostic tests above are satisfactory. Given theJarque-Bera result,
the residual normality test assumption has not been violated. The probability value
suggests an insufficient reason to doubt the null-h)?othesis. The normality assumption
is teasonable and, thus, suggests that the residual is normally disffibuted. The p-value at
0.,1088 is greater than 0.05,

accept. Also, the resu.lt

of

impllng that we cannot reiect the Ho of normality rather

the Breusch-Godfrey (B-G) or LM test showed that the error

process has no serial correlation. The p-value was also greater than 0.05 evidencing the
absence

of

serial cortelation. Even at fust, second and third lagged residual terms, it was

statistically insignificant, indicating that the Ho (null

of

serial correlation) be accepted,

while we rejectH, The p-value does coflfirm that the residuals are not serially correiated.

Also, in respect

of

the V/hite test, the p-value 0.8887 was higher than the 0.05,

evidencing an absence

of

hetetoskedacity given the statistically insignificance

of

the

residuals. In this regatd, we accept the Ho and rejected the H,. Similady, the Ramsey reset
test

of specification ertot

showed a large p-value

of

0.1550 compared with the level

of

significance at 0.05.

Against this backgtound, we conclude that the model was cotrecdy specified. We,

of correct specification. The result of the test
futthet suggests that the model was well specified and no evidence of distottion in the
consistency properties of the Ol5 estimates. Hence, it can be used to formulate and
therefore, accept the Ho and reject H,

analyze policy.

Figure 1: Recursive Residuals for the Model of Demand Pressute
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Futther test was conducted to verifr the stability of the model using recursive residuals

of

the model. As shown in Figure 1, the tecursive residuals were either close to or

+ 2 S.E bounds towatds the latet par,t of

in 2006 and 2007, the
residuals displayed some structural breaks; however, the residuals were within the
crossed the

2003,

bounds.

Figure 2: Cusum of Squares Test Result for the Stability of the Model
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better result as the lhe lie within the 5 pet cent bound.

The test supports the view that the model is relatively stable as shown in Figute

2.

Ovemll, the fitted l.ines corrobotate with the actual plot except for few oudiers, reflecting
the consistency

of the model esumates.

Figure 3: Graph of Actual, Fitted and Residual Plot fot the Demand Pressure
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autonomous foreign exchange market should be encouraged in order to improve the
supply channel, while reducing the role

of the CBN as a major supplier of

exchange in the market.

*TU#iffir*

foreign
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